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If you have a Samsung phone and you have nudes on it, they could be
sent your boss. 
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Your Samsung Could Send Your Photos
Without Permission; What's the Worst Thing
That Could Happen?
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Samsung users have taken to Reddit to seek an explanation for why
their phones are sending pictures to people without permission. 

The consumers are using Samsung's default messaging app and have
no idea why the phones are taking liberties with their pictures.

One poster said that his Samsung Galaxy S9+ sent his entire photo
gallery over text to his girlfriend at 2:30 a.m. He wouldn't have known it
happened if she hadn't responded because the only documentation of
the message was in his T-Mobile records. 

 

Another commenter said the same thing happened to his wife's
Samsung.

r/GalaxyS9 RUBSUMLOTION 2m ago
488 points 339 comments

My S9+ sent my entire photo gallery to my
girlfriend last night while I was sleeping.

Last night around 2:30 am, my phone sent her my entire photo
gallery over text but there was no record of it on my messages app.
However, there was record of it on tmobile logs. Why would this
happen?
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The post has received over 250 comments with other uses giving their
experiences of images being sent without permission and to people they
have no control over. 

An explanation for the glitch has not been identi�ed. 

What's the worst that could happen with this issue? A lot that's what.

Below are some situations in which you probably wouldn't want to �nd
yourself. 

NUDES

Probably the most obvious one, having naked pictures of you or anyone
being sent to someone else without your knowledge would be bad.

Work would never be the same if your nudes were sent to your boss at
2:30 a.m. 

My S9+ sent my entire photo gallery to my girlfriend last night while I
was sleeping.
r/GalaxyS9 • 487 points • 339 comments

Oddly enough, my wife's phone did that last night, and mine did it the
night before. I think it has something to do with the Samsung SMS
app being updated from the Galaxy Store. When her phone texted me
her gallery, it didn't show up on her end -- and vice versa.

Sfkn123 155 points • 2 months ago
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(https://giphy.com/gifs/southparkgifs-l2SpQpEWHeTB0XNgk)

PHOTOS THAT PROVE YOU LIED

Remember when you were supposed to hang out with Rhonda, but she's
annoying and a better option came up so you �aked? 

Well, that photo of you with pretty, cooler girls was just sent to her, even
the 50 group shot outtakes.

It also would be bad if you were cheating on your signi�cant other and
pictures of you and your side piece were sent to them. 

This glitch could destroy lives!

Talk about ouch.

https://giphy.com/gifs/southparkgifs-l2SpQpEWHeTB0XNgk


(https://giphy.com/gifs/people-cheating-affair-139SJ0m41WU7Sg)

SELFIE OUTTAKES

If you don't have 50 plus identical sel�e outtakes on your phone, are you
even a person?

While we preferably would like the world to see that one perfect
edited sel�e with golden hour lighting, with the messaging glitch, the
world could see all the effort it took to get one sel�e where you look
halfway decent.

https://giphy.com/gifs/people-cheating-affair-139SJ0m41WU7Sg


PHOTOS INDICATING A CRIME

You thought you were cool when you were smoking a blunt while you
were driving, but that sel�e you took was just sent to your uncle who's a
cop. 

Remember that time when you were drunk and wrote your name in pee
on the sidewalk and took a picture? That was just sent to your super
strict mom. 



Oh and that picture of the decomposing body of your signi�cant other's
ex in your basement? It was just sent to her. 

Whoops.

(https://giphy.com/gifs/rosewood-fox-3oz8xsGOXpPJfrpDeU)

EX NOSTALGIA

You never had the strength to delete your ex's number. What's worse?
The happy picture of the two of you that you were too weak to delete
was just sent to her on her wedding day. 

Good luck talking your way out of that one. 

https://giphy.com/gifs/rosewood-fox-3oz8xsGOXpPJfrpDeU

